
THE SWANBURNE ACADEMY GUIDE TO
 

Sheltering in Place

Have faith in your pupils. Even children who have been raised by wolves have

been known to learn to take baths, put away toys and tidy the nursery without

complaint, say please and how do you do, and write prompt thank-you notes, too.

Your high expectations will set the tone. 

Allow for a balance between structure and rest. It is wise to let your young

charges choose activities that please them, within reason. A Swanburne Academy

To-Doawoo list appears on the last page of this document. Filling this out each

morning will help everyone feel part of the day’s planning.

       HE PROSPECT OF BEING LOCKED in a nursery (or, say, your house) with a litter

       of wolfish children for an unspecified period of time is enough to make even the

most optoomuchstic governess turn pale. 

 

And if the children happen to be your own, there is even more reason to collapse on

the fainting couch, demanding chocolates in a high, shrill voice. That your own

much-loved offspring are inclined to bay at the moon, scamper doggishly on the

furniture, and gaze with hungry eyes at small, tasty rodents may be an unnerving

discovery, indeed.  

 

But be of good cheer! This is a time for pluck, optimism, and good common sense

to prevail. Luckily, you are well equipped. You are a highly capable person,

Swanburne, through and through (and if you are reading this, I can tell you with

complete certainty that that is exactly what you are). You are up to the challenge!

Some guidelines for success: 
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Believe in yourself. Remember, you are the governess of your own nursery!

Your pupils look to you for guidance. In uncertain times, the calm, warm

leadership you provide is their bedrock of security.  

 

See? You can manage all that, I have no doubt. Take time for tea breaks, too!

 

Truly, being a superb governess is quite simple, especially if you have an

adequate supply of books, a globe sturdy enough to toss, some watercolor

paints, and a copy of A Child’s History of England close at hand.  

 

This Unexpected Sojourn* at Home will not last forever. We must never forget

those felled by illness and loss, yet the day may come when you look back on

this difficult time with appreciation. You’ll remember the challenges it posed,

and the brave way you and your family overcame them, together.  It is the kind

of togetherness that is all too rare in today’s overbusy world. 

 

Think of how you want your children to remember this time. And make it

that.  

 

With loveawoo,

Maryrose Wood
Acting Headmistress
The Swanburne Academy
Please accept my gift of 30 days free membership for your family.
Details at www.swanburneacademy.com

–  P A G E  T W O  –

Maryrose
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*so-journ
(noun) A temporary stay



Prompt writing of thank-you notes

Reach out to others (especially 
those who may be alone)

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

M O R E  A T  W W W . S W A N B U R N E A C A D E M Y . C O M

To relieve worry and improve focus, the Swanburne Academy highly recommends 

a Deep Calming Breath. Sit up tall! Five slow counts in, five slow counts out. 

If additional calming is desired, the contemplation of ferns is suggested.

Reading aloud

____________________________________

M Y  T O - D O A W O O  L I S T

Learn dance steps (the schottische)

Morning howls to clear the lungs

Squirrel Desensitisation Programme

Making poems (moon-themed)

Socially Useful Phrases

Paint Ominous landscapes

Do something vigorous 
to wake yourself up

Practice the hard things first

Express yourself in writing

Practice good manners 
(can be done during lunch)

Physical exercise

Making art

“When the impossible becomes merely difficult,  
that’s  when you know you’ve won.”  — Agatha Swanburne

Biscuits may be awarded for good behavior.

Wreck of the Hespawoo

(Sample answers from the Incorrigible Children included)

Date: ______________________Name: __________________________

TODAY I WILL


